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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The objective of the conversion facility developed in this project is to exchange assemblies of
3-D geometric models between lntergraph's EMS version 3.0 and Parametric Technology's
ProEngineer Release 14 using IGES. The basic components of the assembly are 3-D geometric
models, which are usually referred to as "parts" in ProEngineer and "designs" in EMS. The
assemblies are created from these components in a hierachical manner. The assembly models
contain references to the component models which are oriented as necessary during the
assembly process.
Though both ProEngineer and EMS provide the capability to export assembly models into
IGES, neither has the built-in capability to import an IGES file representing an assembly and
recreate the assembly model. Further, EMS export of assembly models into IGES does not
retain the assembly structure in the IGES file at all. In the case ofProEngineer, though the
assembly structure is retained in the IGES file, the IGES file so generated cannot be imported
into EMS or even looped back into ProEngineer. The conversion facility that has been
developed overcomes this limitation of the built-in IGES import/export capabilities of EMS and
ProEngineer. The conversion facility preserves the hierarchical structure contained in the
assembly in the source system during the entire conversion process.

2.0 SCOPE OF THE CONVERSION PROCESS
The tools and procedures developed for the conversion of assemblies is quite different from that
developed for the conversion of stand-alone n1odels that have no external references. The
primary emphasis in this case is to keep the hierarchical structure of the assembly intact from
the source to the target CAD system.
At present, the two CAD systems lack the ability to exchange CSG elements through IGES.
Therefore, the solid models in the source CAD system are translated into IGES as precise
surface representations. After conversion, the surface representation of the con1ponents can be
changed into solid models using the built-in capabilities of the CAD system. Further, additional
"intelligence" present in the source CAD model, such as the "parametric" design in ProEngineer
or "variational" geometric design in EMS are not preserved during the conversion since the
exchange is through IGES.
The conversion process has been designed around a baseline geometry and assembly creation
process. Departures from this baseline process may adversely affect the results of conversion.
The constraints placed on the creation process are meant to improve the "transferability" of
assemblies and components.

In view of this, the assemblies are restricted to one level of nesting in the assembly file (a total
of two levels of decompostion). If a real assembly has more than two levels of decomposition, it
should be broken down into simpler assemblies in preparation for translation. There is no
restriction on the number of components that can be assembled at a given level of the assembly.
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Each of the lowest level components of the assembly should be created as a separate "design" or
"part" file containing a solid in the native CAD system. The assembly models should then be
created that contain only references to the component model files. No geometry is to be created
or modified directly in the assembly model.
Care should be taken while naming models that are to be converted. The names used should not
violate the naming conventions of either the source or the target CAD system. For example,
EMS does not accept filenames with a "-" (hyphen) or filenames longer than 14 characters in
length. Similarly, ProEngineer does not accept filenames with an embedded"." (period).
Further, while naming the models in EMS it is necessary to take care that the extensions used in
naming do not end in a numeral. This restriction is placed because EMS adds a numeral to the
extension while creating unique names for reference file attachment names and the conversion
procedure uses the reference file attachment names in creating names for IGES files.

3.0 ASSEMBLY CONVERSION PROCESS OVERVIEW
The conversion process developed for exchanging assembly models between EMS and
ProEngineer involves three major stages- export, flavoring and import. These stages are as
shown in Figure 1: Conversion Process Overview.

Export
from
c::>
ProE to IGES

Export
from
c::>
EMS to IGES

Flavor
Ill

IGESWorks

Flavor
In

IGESWorks

Import
c:>
from
IGES to EMS

Import
c:>
from
IGES to ProE

Figure I: Conversion Process Overview

The first stage is concerned with the export of the assembly model from the source CAD system
into IGES. The second stage, involves modifying ("flavoring") the IGES file from the source
system in preparation for import into the target CAD system. The third stage is designed to
import the IGES file(s) into the target CAD system and to re-create the assen1bly there. The first
and third stages consist of operations carried out mainly in the source and target CAD systen1s
respectively, while the second stage operations take place mainly in the IGESWorks
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environment. IGESWorks (from International TechneGroup Incorporated) is a general purpose
IGES file viewing and flavoring software that provides tools to extract information from and to
modify IGES files.
The specific actions taken during each of the stages of conversion depends on the source and
target CAD system. Therefore the details of conversion from EMS to ProEngineer and vice
versa are discussed separately in the following sections.

3.1 DETAILED DISCUSSION OF CONVERSION FROM EMS TO PROENGINEER
Figure 2: EMS to ProEngineer Conversion Flow, depicts the steps involved in the conversion of
an EMS assembly model into ProEngineer through IGES.

Copy Geometry from
CopyEMSAssembly
...~~ Reference Files into
/>-----11~ to Conversion Directory - - Top Assembly

STAR0

I

..,

,,
Extract the Assembly
Structure into Text File

_
-

~----~

Split Assembly IGES File _
Write IGES File from Top
into Leaf Node Files ~----~
Assembly EMS Model
_____.

,,
Import Leaf Node IGES
Files into ProE Parts

1----~:=.

Assemble ProE Part
J~iles into ProlE Assembly

1-------.::-~~

~

Figure 2: EMS to ProEngineer Conversion Flow

In order for all the utilities involved in the conversion process to work together in a seamless
fashion it is necessary to organize the directory/file structure for all the utilities and the data
files. This organization is explained in full in a later section, titled, "Conversion File System
Structure" Further, it is essential that the stepwise instructions as described in Appendix B be
followed exactly.
The first step is to copy the EMS assembly files to the proper location in the Conversion
Directory structure. A utility called "copyasmems" is provided to perform this copying. It is
important that the operating system commands ( cp or In) not be used for this purpose. Doing so
would disrupt the internal ID's maintained in the EMS assembly to relate the reference files to
the assembly files.
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Before exporting the EMS assembly to IGES it is necessary to pre-process the assembly model
within EMS. An IGES file written directly frmn the EMS assembly without this pre-processing
lacks the information inherent in the structure of the assembly.
During pre-processing, all the elements in the component files are grouped together into a single
EMS "graphic group" and then copied as a unit into the assembly file that references it. It is
necessary to copy each instance of the reference file (component) with its proper orientation into
the assembly file. This is accomplished using Parametric Programming Language (or PPLthe scripting language for EMS) programs under the control of the Unix script, "wrigasmems".
During this process a certain level of user interaction with the operation of the PPL program is
necessary in order to complete the copying of the component geometry into the assembly file.
At the end of this pre-processing the copy of the EMS assembly in the Conversion Directory
differs from the original assembly model, in that, all geometry from the original reference files
have been copied directly into the assembly model itself and all the reference files have been
detached. Also, the geometry from the individual components of the assembly have been
organized into "graphic group" elements that mirror the hierarchical structure of the original
EMS assembly. This EMS model is then exported to IGES using EMS' built-in IIIGES
processor.
The IGES file that results retains the hierarchical structure of the EMS assembly through nested
IGES group entities (#402). This IGES file needs further flavoring before being imported into
ProEngineer. This is done using IGESWorks scripts.
The IGESWorks script, "splitp402.scr" is employed to split the IGES file from EMS into IGES
files that represent the "leaf nodes" of the assembly tree. These contain geometry properly
oriented for origin to origin assembly in ProEngineer. Also, the assembly structure as
represented in the IGES file is extracted into text files for use later by the utility that recreates
the assembly in ProEngineer.
The next stage of conversion takes place in the environment of the target system, ProEngineer,
under the control of the Unix utility, "rdigasmproe". The "leaf node" IGES files are first read
into ProEngineer part files using ProEngineer's built-in IGES import utility, "proigsutil". The
ProEngineer part files are then assetnbled origin to origin to form the ProEngineer assembly
model. A ProEngineer "trail file" is run to carry out the assembly. The text files that were
created earlier in the conversion process describing the assembly structure in EMS are utilitized
in recreating the proper assen1bly structure in ProEngineer.

3.2 DETAILED DISCUSSION OF CONVERSION FROM PRO ENGINEER TO EMS
Figure 3: ProEngineer to EMS Conversion Flow, depicts the steps involved in the conversion of
a ProEngineer assembly model into EMS through IGES.
The first step is to copy the ProEngineer assembly files to the proper location in the Conversion
Directory structure. A utility called "copyasmproe'' is provided to perfonn this copying.
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Though, unlike with EMS, it is alright to use the operating system commands (cp or In) for this
purpose, it is safer and more convenient to use this utility.
No pre-processing is necessary in ProEngineer before an IGES file is exported from the
assembly model. The next step in conversion is then to write to IGES from the ProEngineer
assembly model using ProEngineer's "pro_batch" utility. This creates an IGES file representing
the top-level of the ProEngineer assembly which contains references (IGES entity type #416) to
other IGES files representing the components of this assembly. The references are nested in the
same manner as the assembly in ProEngineer. This collection of IGES files cannot be imported
directly into EMS and needs further flavoring in IGES/Works.
The first flavoring action is to incorporate all the geometry in the reference IGES files into the
main assembly IGES file. This is accomplished using the IGES/Works script, "explode.scr"
which creates a single IGES file containing IGES entities of type #408 (subfigure instances) that
point to entities of type #308 (subfigure definitions). Since EMS 3.0 IGES import does not
correctly interpret the IGES #408/#308 combination, it is necessary to create individual IGES
files for each leaf node of the assembly in the correct orientation for assembly. The IGES/Works
script that performs this flavoring action is named "tm408fix.scr". Further, the assembly
structure represented in the IGES files is extracted and stored in text files using another script,
"getasmstr.scr".
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Figure 3: ProEngineer to EMS Conversion Flow

The final stage of the ProEngineer to EMS assembly conversion takes place in the EMS
environment. The leaf node IGES files are imported into EMS design files using EMS' built-in
IGES read utility, 1/IGES. These design files are, in tum, assembled into an EMS assembly
model using the PPL script, "assembl.u". Reading the IGES files and their assen1bly take place
under the control of a single Unix script, "rdigasn1ems".
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4.0 FUNCTIONAL BREAKDOWN OF CONVERSION SOFTWARE MODULES
The software utilities developed to perform the conversion of assetnbly models between EMS
and ProEngineer can be classified into two main categories- "EMS to ProEngineer Facility" and
"ProEngineer to EMS Facility". Each of these main categories can be subdivided further into a
"Write IGES Facility" and a "Read IGES Facility". This functional breakdown of the software
modules is shown in Figure 4: Functional Breakdown of Conversion Modules. All flavoring
actions that are required are performed as part of the "Write IGES" process and take place in the
IGES/W orks environment.

Write IGES
Facility

Write IGES
Facility

Read IGES
Facility

Read IGES
Facility

Figure 4: Functional Breakdown of Conversion Modules

5.0 CONVERSION FILE SYSTEM STRUCTURE
For the seamless operation of the utilities involved in the conversion it is necessary to organize
the directory/file structure for all the utilities and the data files. Figure 5: Conversion File
Structure, depicts this organization. The home directory of the conversion account (pdcf)
contains the directory named "conve11'~ which has subdirectories named "ems" and "proe". The
utilities developed by the Georgia Tech team are placed in the "scripts" subdirectory under

$HOIVIE

I
convert
ems

pro e

scripts

scripts

Figure 5: Conversion File Structure

"ems" and "proe" directories.
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The utilities that deal with the EMS end of the conversion process are stored in the
$HOME/convert/ems/scripts" directory. These comprise the "Write IGES Facility" module for
EMS to ProEngineer conversion as well as the "Read IGES Facility" module for ProEngineer to
EMS conversion. Similarly, the utilities that deal with the Pro Engineer end of the conversion
process are stored in the "$HOME/convert/proe/scripts" directory. These comprise the "Write
IGES Facility" module for ProEngineer to EMS conversion as well as the "Read IGES Facility"
module for EMS to ProEngineer conversion. These two directories must be included in the
PATH environment variable of the pdcf accoWlt. Also, the configuration file, $HOME/.cisetup
should include the directory, "$HOME/convert/ems/scripts" in the search path for PPL program
files. A sample ".cisetup" configuration file is stored in the directory,
"$HOME/convert/ems/scripts". The configuration file used by the "Write IGES Facility"
module for Pro Engineer is the "config.pro" file in "$HOME/convert/proe/scripts".
4

'

The organization of data files during the conversion process from EMS to ProEngineer is shown
in Figure 6: Conversion Data Organization - EMS to ProEngineer. The source EMS asserrtbly
and all its components are first copied into the directory, "assemwrite" in
"$HOME/convert/ems" using the utility, "copyasmems". As conversion proceeds, the
directories ' flavor", "refdata", "childata", "iges", "log" and "proe" are created within the
directory, "assemwrite". The directory, ' flavor" holds the IGES files while they are being
flavored using IGES/Works scripts. The directories "refdata" and "childata" contain files
holding inforn1ation on the assembly structure represented in the original EMS model and in the
IGES files, respectively. The IGES files that are produced at the end of the flavoring actions in
IGES/Works are held in the "iges" directory. The log files from the IGES import, export and
flavoring actions are stored in the "log" directory. Finally, the ProEngineer part and assembly
files that are created at the end of the conversion process are stored in the directory, 'proe".
4

4

4

$HOME

I

------

convert
proe

ems

scripts

~

scripts

asst?m'Yrite

proe flavor

refdata

childata 1ges

log

Fit?:ure 6: Conversion Data Ort?:anization- EMS to ProEnt?:ineer
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The organization of data files during the conversion process from ProEngineer to EMS is shown
in Figure 7: Conversion Data Organization- ProEngineer to EMS. The source ProEngineer
assembly and all its components are first copied into the directory, "assemwrite" in
"$HOlVIE/convert/proe" using the utility, "copyasmproe". As conversion proceeds, the
directories "flavor", "childata", "iges", "log" and "ems" are created within the directory,
"assemwrite". The directory, "flavor" holds the IGES files while they are being flavored using
IGES/Works scripts. The directory "childata" contains files holding information on the
assembly structure represented in the IGES files. The IGES files that are produced at the end of
the flavoring actions in IGES/Works are held in the "iges" directory. The log files from the
IGES import, export and flavoring actions are stored in the "log" directory. Finally, the EMS
design files and assembly files that are created at the end of the conversion process are stored in
the directory, "ems".

$HO:Lvffi

I
convert

------------

proe

ems

scripts

assemwrite
ems flavor

childata

~
scripts
1ges

log

Figure 7: Conversion Data Organization- ProEngineer to EMS

6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The techniques, procedures, and utilities developed during the course of this project provide a
significant improvement in the ability to convert CAD assembly models between ProEngineer
version 14 and EMS 3.0. The primary benefit of the conversion process described here is the
ability to capture and retain the assembly hierarchy represented in the source CAD system
throughout the entire process and to re-create it in the target CAD system. However, since the
exchange of data is through IGES and the two CAD systems are, at present, not able to
exchange Solid elements through IGES, only a surface representation of the n1odels is available
in the target system at the end of conversion. It is left to the user to exploit the capabilities of
the target CAD system to re-create solid models from the surface models through operations
such as "sewing up".
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF UTILITIES DEVELOPED
The following is the list of utilities developed for the conversion of assembly models between
EMS and ProEngineer. The list includes the usage instruction and a brief description of each
utility.
1. Program: assembl.u (PPL script)
Product: EMS PowerPak 03.00.00.34
Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage:

ci=assembl.u child list file

Comments: This program creates an EMS assembly from input IGES
file from ProEngineer after processing through
flvigasmproe
2. Program:

copyasmems (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: copyasmems top_assembly_name target_dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the narne of the top level EMS
assembly model file name and the name of the target directory
in $HOME/convert/ems to copy the source EMS assembly and all
its reference files to.
3. Program:

countref (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: countref reflist
where reflist is the name of the reference list file to search.
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Comments: Finds the number of reference file attachments listed in the reference list file.
4. Program:

dot uline (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: dot_uline name
where name is the input string where"." (dot)s are to be replaced with"_" (underline).
Comments: This is for use in the script, "splitc402.scr" to replace"." with"_" in the names
of IGES files to be output to make them acceptable to ProEngineer ..
5. Program: dropgrp.u (PPL script)
Product: EMS PowerPak 03.00.00.34
Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: ci=dropgrp.u group_nan1e
Comments: Drops the named graphic group from the current file
6. Program:

tlvigasmems (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: flvigasmems assy _name target_dir
where assy _name is the name of the EMS assembly to be converted
(without the extension) which is placed in the directory,
target_dir
Comn1ents: This utility is called from "wrigasmems" which places the
temporary IGES files for flavoring in target_dir/flavor.
7.

Program: leaf.u (PPL script)
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Product: EMS PowerPak 03.00.00.34
Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage:

ci=leaf.u gr_group_name

Comments: This program creates a single named graphic group
consisting of all the elements in the current model
(a leaf node of the assembly). The name to be given
to the graphic group is provided as the first
argument to this program

8. Program: parent.u (PPL script)
Product: EMS PowerPak 03.00.00.34
Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage:

<esc>ci=parent

Comments: Copies elements from the reference files into the
current assembly model
9. Program:

prochildems (Unix script)

Author: V asu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: prochildems top_ assembly_name
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level EMS
assembly model file name and calls PPL programs to
prepare the EMS assembly model file for output to IGES
This is called from the unix script, "wrigasmems".

I 0. Program:

rdchildems (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
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e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: rdchildems top_assembly _name
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level IGES
assembly model file name and reads in IGES files to
create the EMS assembly.
This is called from the unix script, "rdigasmems".
11. Program:

rdigasmems (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: rdigasmems top_assembly_name source_dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level IGES
assembly model file name and the name of the source working
directory where the source IGES assembly (from ProEngineer)
and all its reference files have been stored.
It then calls the unix utility "rdchildems" to recursively
process each node of the assembly tree and creates the EMS
assembly model file from IGES.
12. Program:

splitc402.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: splitc402.scr sel402 out_dir pfid parent childno
where sel402 is the selection list name for elements in current
402 , out_dir is the output directory, pfid is the file ID of
the parent child data file, parent is the name of the parent 402
and childno is the sequence no of the current child of the parent.
Comments: This is called from splitp402.scr.

13. Program:

splitp402.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
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e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: splitp402.scr in_iges out_dir
where "in_iges" is the input IGES file and "out_dir" is the
directory for output IGES files.
Comments: The input IGES files in the cunent directory that is output
from the EMS assembly using "wrigastnems" is split into part
IGES files.
14. Program:

wrigasmems (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: wrigasmems top_assembly _name target_dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level EMS
assembly model file name and the name of the target working
directory in $HOME/convert/ems where the source EMS assembly
and all its reference files have been copied to using "copyasmems".
It then calls the unix utility
prochildems to recursively process each node of the assembly
tree and outputs the EMS asserr1bly tnodel file to IGES
After checking inputs, the script changes directory to
target_ dir for further processing.
15. Progran1:

assemtrmake (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: assemtrmake parent source_dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the parent
assembly model file and the name of the source directory
where the source EMS assembly and all its reference files are located.
It then creates the trail file to assemble the ProE part files that have been created
previously from IGES files.
This utility is called from "rdigasmproe"
16. Program:

copyasmproe (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
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e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: copyasmproe top_assembly_name target_dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level ProE
assembly model file name and the name of the target directory
in $HOl\1E/convert/proe to copy the source ProE assembly and all
its reference files to.
17. Program:

explode.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: ITI
Modified for PDCF by
Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage:

explode in_iges out_iges

where in_iges is the name of the input IGES file and
out_iges is the name of the output IGES file.
Comments: Flavor Pro/ENGINEER V 11.0 Assembly IGES files which contain
External File Reference entities (416:1 ). Entities in the
External Reference will be copied to the parent file and
referenced from the parent Subfigure Definition.
18. Program:

explode416.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author:

ITI

Usage:

explode416

Comments: Flavor Pro/ENGINEER V 11.0 Assembly IGES files which contain
External File Reference entities (416:1 ). Entities in the
External Reference will be copied to the parent file and
referenced from the parent Subfigure Definition. This is called
from the script explode.scr
19. Program:

flvigasmproe (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: flvigasmproe assy_name target_dir
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where assy _name is the name of the ProE assembly to be converted
(without the extension, asm) which is placed in the directory,
target_dir
Comments: This utility is called from "wrigasmproe" which places the
temporary IGES, files for flavoring in target_dir/flavor.
20. Program:

getasmstr.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: getasmstr in_iges
where in_iges is the input IGES file
Comments: Extracts the assembly structure (408/308) contained in the
input IGES file, in_iges, to "*.child" files.
Uses "getchildstr. scr".
21. Program:

getchildstr.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: getchildstr sel308 parent partlist_file
where se1308 is the name of selection list containing elements
of the 308 entity, parent is the name of the parent 308 to the
current level and partlist_file is the name ofthe te1nporary
file holding the names of the components of the assembly.
Comments: Called from "getasmstr.scr" and also recursively to extract
the assembly structure (408/308) in the IGES file.
22. Program:

incr_extn (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: incr extn file partlist
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where "file" is the name to be searched in the data file,
"partlist".
Comments: If the data file, "partlist" contains the name, "file", an
extension "_n" is added to "file" and appended to "partlist".

23. Program:

rdchildproe (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: rdchildproe top_assembly_name
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level
assembly and the name of the directory ·where the source assembly
(from EMS) and all its reference files have been stored.
It then creates the ProE assembly .
This is called from the unix script, "rdigasmproe".

24. Program:

rdigasmproe (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
C ITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: rdigasmproe top_asserrtbly_name source_dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level
assembly and the name of the directory where the source assembly
(from EMS) and all its reference files have been stored.
It then calls the unix utility "rdchildproe" to recursively
process each node of the assembly tree and creates the ProE
assembly model file from IGES.
25. Program:

tm408_apply.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-n1ail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: tm408_app1y.scr tm408 sel308 out__ dir partlist
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Comments: This script is called from "tm408fix.scr". The transformation
matrix of the 408 element is applied on all the elements in the
308 it references and a separate IGES file is output into "out_dir".
The file, "partlist" is used to keep track of IGES file names
written out to avoid name conflicts.
26. Program:

tm408fix.scr (IGESWorks script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: tm408fix.scr in_iges out_dir

Comments: The IGES file output from ProE and flavored using "explode.scr"
is split into separate IGES file by applying the transformation
matrices of the 408 entities
27. Program:

wngasmproe (Unix script)

Author: Vasu Kaladi
CITI, Georgia Tech
e-mail: vkaladi@cad.gatech.edu
Usage: wrigasmproe assy _ nan1e target_dir
where assy _name is the name of the ProE assembly to be converted
(without the extension, asm) which is placed in the directory,
$H 0 l\.1E/convert/proe/target___dir
Comments: This utility takes as input the name of the top level ProE
assembly model file name and the name of the target working
directory in $HOl\.1E/convert/proe where the source ProE assembly
and all its reference files have been copied to. The IGES files
are output to $HOl\.1E/convert/proe/$target_dir/iges
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APPENDIXB

USER GUIDE FOR THE ASSEMBLY CONVERSION PROCESS
In order to illustrate the steps involved in the conversion procedure, consider the sample
assembly, main.asm. Whenever the name of the sample assembly model is used in the
instructions, it is shown in italics. 1be actual name of the model to be converted should be used
in its place.

Conversion from ProEngineer to EMS.
1. Log into the pdcf account on the dedicated ProEngineer workstation.
2. Change directory to $HOME/convert/proe
cd $HOME/convert/proe
3. Make sure that the current directory does not contain a directory or file by the name
"assemwrite" in it. Any directory by this name left from a previous conversion should either be
deleted or moved to a different name.
3. Run the utility, copyasmproe:
copyasmproe main.asm assemwrite
This copies the main. asm assembly and all its component files into the "assemwrite" directory.
4. Run the utility, wrigasmproe
wrigasmproe main.asm assemwrite
This command causes the ProEngineer assembly to be written out as IGES files and then starts
a remote shell process on the dedicated IGES/Works workstation to carry out the necessary
flavoring actions.
5. Log into the pdcf account on the dedicated EMS workstation.
6. Change directory to $HOME/convert/ems
cd $HOME/convert/ems
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7. Run the utility, "rdigasmems"

rdigasmems main.asm $HOME/convert/proe/assemwrite
This command will import the IGES files into EMS design files and also execute the PPL
program, "assembl.u" to re-create the assembly in EMS.
The resulting EMS assembly is left in the directory, $HOME/convert/proe/assemwrite/ems.

Conversion from E:MS to ProEngineer.
1. Log into the pdcf account on the dedicated EMS workstation.

2. Change directory to $HOME/convert/ems

cd $HOME/convert/ems
3. Make sure that the current directory does not contain a directory or file by the name
"'assemwrite" in it. Any directory by this name left from a previous conversion should either be
deleted or moved to a different name.
3. Run the utility, copyasmems:

copyasmems main.asm assemwrite
This copies the main. asm assembly and all its con1ponent files into the "'assen1write .. directory.
This utility makes use of EMS' built-in utility for copying assemblies, "revasm" which presents
the EMS form titled, "Revise Assembly" on the screen. The user should only "accept and
dismiss'' this form. This is done by pressing the 1niddle mouse button in the "check box~· at the
top right hand comer of this form. A message instructing the user to do this is presented before
the EMS' "Revise Assembly" form itself is displayed. The user should press the "RETURN~·
key after reading the instruction message.
4. Run the utility, wrigasmems

wrigasmems main.asm assemwrite
This command launches the pre-processing actions in EMS, the IGES export from EMS and
also the flavoring actions in IGESWorks through a remote shell process on the dedicated
IGES/Works workstation. Parts of the pre-processing actions are carried out in a non-interactive
fashion within the EMS environment, while user intervention is required in others. The
interactive portion involves copying geon1etry from the component n1odels into the main
assembly. This action takes place under the control of a PPL progran1. It is therefore imperative
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that the instructions that are presented on the screen and the prompt and message areas of the
EMS screen be followed carefully. As each component is copied into its parent assembly
model, the user is presented with the EMS window displaying only the component to be copied.
The user should ~~select" the geometry displayed by pressing the middle mouse button on the
displayed geometry. If all the geometry that is visible is highlighted (except for reference
planes ), the user should accept it when prompted "Accept or Reject" by pressing the middle
mouse in the window. If only a portion of the visible geometry is highlighted, the user should
reject it by pressing the right mouse button in the window.
Messages are displayed on the shell window informing the user of the progress of the actions
and the user should wait for the Unix prompt to return before proceeding to the next step.
5. Log into the pdcf account on the dedicated Pro Engineer workstation.
6. Change directory to $HOME/convert/proe
cd $HOME/convert/proe
7. Run the utility,

~~rdigasmproe"

rdigasmproe main.asm $HOME/convert/ems/assemwrite
This command will import the IGES files into ProEngineer part files and also run a trail file to
re-create the assembly in ProEngineer.
The resulting Pro Engineer assembly is left in the directory,
$HOME/convert/ems/assemwrite/proe.
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